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Visitors eyeing Chinese wares at an auto show in Moscow confirm the relationship is not just about
arms and gas. Vladimir Filonov

BEIJING — China is gaining the upper hand in its much-vaunted friendship with Russia due
to Beijing's shift away from relying on Moscow for advanced weapons and deep problems with
energy cooperation, a report released Monday said. 

While leaders of both countries play up the extent of their alliance and strategic ties, this
partnership is unlikely to develop into anything more significant, said the Stockholm
International Peace Research Institute, or SIPRI. 

"In the coming years, while relations will remain close at the diplomatic level, the two
cornerstones of the partnership over the past two decades — military and energy cooperation
— are crumbling," the think tank wrote. "As a result, Russia's significance to China will
continue to diminish." 
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China and Russia's ties have careened between cooperation and near war in past decades,
veering from firm Communist friends in the 1950s to fighting over a border dispute in 1969. 

While both work closely at the United Nations and frequently oppose U.S. policies or Western
demands for sanctions on countries like Syria, China and Russia also value their relationship
with Washington, the report said. 

"Furthermore, there are strategic planners in Beijing and Moscow who view the other side as
the ultimate strategic threat in the long term." 

China once relied significantly on Russia for weapons. But dramatic advances over the past
few years mean that China will actually become a competitor to Russia on the world stage. 

That is one reason why Russia does not want to export its most high-tech equipment
to China, the report said. 

"A more advanced Chinese defense industry is increasingly able to meet the needs of the PLA
[People's Liberation Army], limiting the need for imports of large weapon platforms," it said. 

"At the same time, it is unclear whether Russia is able and willing to meet Chinese demands
because of problems with its own arms industry and concerns that China will copy technology
and compete with Russia on the world market." 

In energy cooperation, ties have frayed as the sides argue over details of oil and gas imports
into China and as Beijing turns to other suppliers, notably in Central Asia, SIPRI said. 

A $1 trillion deal to supply Russian gas to China over 30 years, supposed to be the high point
of President Hu Jintao's visit to Russia in June, has failed to materialize. 

Sources close to the talks said price differences between the world's largest energy producer
and Beijing were still too big. 

"China is now in a position to have greater expectations of and place demands on Russia,
while Russia is struggling to come to terms with this new power dynamic," the report said. 

"In both countries, strategic planners warn that the present competition could escalate to a
more pointed rivalry, entirely undermining the notion of a strategic partnership."

"Consequently, China and Russia will continue to be pragmatic partners of convenience, but
not partners based on deeper shared world views and strategic interests."
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